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10 hygiene and protection measures for events and meetings
at Sava Hotels & Resorts
The safety and protection of our guests and employees against infections is especially important to us at the Sava Hotels &
Resorts Group. We reviewed the recommendations of the National Institute of Public Health (NIJZ) and the
recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO). Together with our medical staff, we further upgraded these
recommendations and designed special cleaning and hygiene measures, which we combined into Sava Hotels & Resorts
Hygiene Standard Plus. We have paid special attention to various processes and services in the hotel and thus designed
measures to protect participants in events and meetings in our congress, conference and banquet facilities.

1. The capacity of the halls has
been reduced by ensuring that
the distance between the seats is
at least 1.5 m in all four directions.
We also provide the necessary
distance between speakers and
participants.
2. Where space allows, we ensure
a two-way ﬂow of participants,
mark the route with signposts,
and arrange separate entrances and
exists from the halls with signs.
3. In the wardrobe, we provide a
sufﬁcient amount of hangers for the
appropriate spacing between clothes.

4. Contactless sensor hand disinfectants
are installed in the lobbies and in
front of the halls.
5. In the halls, disinfectant wipes are
available on the speaker’s desk
and the presidency table.
6. We regularly disinfect all areas
exposed to touch, where events
and meetings take place:
hooks, counters, fences, tables
and chairs.
7. We regularly disinfect all conference
technical equipment that is in
contact with various users
(microphones, laptops, laser
indicators, etc.).

8. We aerate regularly conference
facilities during each break. We
have further improved air circulation
processes for better quality air.
9. Food is prepared and served in
accordance with strict safety protocols.
We have adjusted the content of the
service during breaks so that it is in
the form of „mono portions“, and
our staff takes care of the service.
10.. We have reduced the capacity of
restaurants, banquet halls and
reception lobbies to ensure a distance
of 1.5 m between guests.

When preparing the hall, we take into account
the measures of Sava Hotels & Resorts
Hygiene Standard Plus.
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The distance between the seats is
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We regularly disinfect technical equipment,
tables, counters, fences and hooks.

Where space allows, the entrance
and exit are separate, and the path
is marked with signposts.
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We ventilate the premises regularly.

3.

A hand sanitizer is installed at the
entrance to the lobby.

1. 1.5 m in all four directions.

